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God and Intelligence 2014-01-10 in this book fulton sheen addresses what g k chesterton
called the most tremendous question in the world perhaps the only question in the world
how man through the power of reason can know the nature of god tracing the course of
philosophy from the middle ages to modern times he shows thomistic realism to be an
adequate response to modern ideals emphasizing reason as a way of attaining knowledge
of god bishop sheen identifies the current age of agnosticism with its simultaneous
distrust of reason in a lucid tone he analyzes the modern attack on intelligence while
presenting scholastic philosophy as the solution to modern problems bishop sheen
succeeds in actualizing st thomas to such a degree that he ends up proving that scholastic
philosophy speaks to the world today as freshly as it did to the world of the 13th century
catholics will appreciate the book as an astute criticism of modern theory and coherent
introduction to st thomas while non catholics will find it useful for its strict reliance on
reason and not dogma in the pursuit of philosophical knowledge
Freedom Under God 2013-09 in 1940 on the eve of the united states entry into world war
ii the late fulton j sheen 1895 1979 published freedom under god this new annotated just
third way edition of a neglected classic includes an in depth foreword as well as a
bibliography and index not included in the original while freedom under god addresses the
loss of true freedom throughout the world sheen s special concern was freedom of religion
this is under increasing attack today individual life as well as marriage and the family are
also in grave danger as the state continues to expand its power to fill the vacuum left by
the growing powerlessness of ordinary people speaking to people of all faiths and
philosophies albeit from a catholic perspective then monsignor sheen traced the rise of
totalitarian state power in the first half of the 20th century to the fact that fewer and
fewer people in america and throughout the world owned capital what sheen called
creative wealth as sheen argued only widespread private property in capital has the
capacity to restore the foundation of true freedom the world needs the wisdom of fulton
sheen now more than ever the republication of freedom under god helps introduce the
work of this pivotal thinker to a new generation of readers and students
God Love You. The Best of Fulton J. Sheen 2023-11-24 god love you the best of fulton j
sheen this book contains a collection of thought provoking writings compiled by sheen into
a book originally titled the best of fulton j sheen god love you published by the maco
magazine corp new york in 1955 each paragraph has been selected from over two dozen
books written by him for the particular help and guidance they can bring to the reader
these brief incisive selections from archbishop sheen reveal the mind of a brilliant man
and a true pastor of souls in this anthology you will find a treasury of guideposts wherein
sheen highlights the role of the virtues the passions and the value of personal
introspection he engages the reader using his unique blend of sensitivity and humor the
basic passion of all is love pleasure comes from without but joy comes from within the
mind must know but it never knows anything fully until it knows god there is only one
thing definitely and absolutely your own and that is your will human love is a spark from
the great flame of eternity faith will answer the principal problems of your life why
whence whither nothing ever happens to the world which did not first happen inside the
mind of some man there can be no world peace unless there is soul peace god never
refuses grace to those who honestly ask for it what death is to the body sin is to the soul
during one of his radio addresses in 1944 archbishop sheen fondly said i have always
addressed you as friends and you know that unseen friends are sometimes the best friends
to say my friends would be to claim a privilege but friends are the expression of a hope a
hope that by listening to me i may with traitorous trueness and with loyal deceit betray
you into the hands of the god of love and mercy friends a new commandment i give to you
that you love one another even as i have loved you and that you also love one another by
this all men will know that you are my disciples if you have love for one another john 13 34
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Life of Christ 2008-08-19 widely proclaimed a classic work of christian faith life of christ
has been hailed as the most eloquent of fulton j sheen s many books the fruit of many
years of reflection prayer and research it is a dramatic and moving recounting of the birth
life crucifixion and resurrection of christ and a passionate portrait of the god man the
teacher the healer and most of all the savior whose promise has sustained humanity for
two millennia with his customary insight and reverance sheen interprets the scripture and
describes christ not only in historical perspective but also in exciting and contemporary
terms seeing in christ s life both modern parallels and timeless lessons his thoughtful
probing analysis provides new insight into well known gospel events an appealing blend of
philosophy history and biblical exegesis from the best known and most loved american
catholic leader of the twentieth century life of christ has long been a source of inspiration
and guidance for those seeking to better understand the message of jesus christ this vivid
retelling of the greatest story ever lived is a must read
A Servant of God: Selected Writings of Fulton J. Sheen: Volume One: Preface to Religion,
The Life of Christ, and The Priest is Not His O 2021-12-22 this three book volume by
archbishop fulton j sheen includes preface to religion 1946 the life of christ 1958 and the
priest is not his own 1963 these three works seek to educate both the new follower of
christ and the lifelong devotee on their place in the world and their responsibilities to god
and their fellow human beings archbishop fulton j sheen b 1895 d 1979 was a catholic
priest writer and presenter of several radio and television programs throughout the mid
20th century this highly educated man of faith held two bachelor s degrees a master s
degree a phd in philosophy and a doctor of sacred theology with such a thorough
background in faith and philosophy archbishop sheen was uniquely qualified to be an
educator both in universities and to the general public to this end he spent many years
teaching at the catholic university of america he also shared what he d learned with
millions of americans through his radio program the catholic hour and later through the
popular television program life is worth living he also wrote prolifically sharing many
books and articles with the world three of those books are included in this collection
preface to religion could be considered an introductory work intended to guide those on
the periphery of religion closer to god the life of christ explores the life temptations
passion death and resurrection of christ the founder of the catholic church and the priest
is not his own is a unique work for the priest or seminary student to help them be a better
shepherd and closer adherent to the example set by jesus christ while preface and priest
were written for different audiences when taken together with the life of christ they
illustrate the depth of a life of faith from the exploration of human nature and the causes
of discontent to the responsibilities of the priest who has devoted his life to the church
these three books help to illustrate the challenges of life as both a new convert and as a
firm believer preface to religion is a work of both theology and philosophy beginning with
the reasons for man s discontent archbishop sheen proves to the reader that their
unhappiness and lack of fulfillment is not because of what they have in life for no material
possession no relationship no achievement can ever give them the satisfaction they desire
the instinct to reach for something greater proves that there is more for as archbishop
sheen writes would there be in you a craving for unending life perfect truth and ecstatic
love unless perfect life and truth and love existed the life of christ is one of archbishop
sheen s best loved works without a thorough understanding of christ s life his birth actions
on earth trials and tribulations and ultimate sacrifice one cannot hope to emulate his
example and be a true child of god the priest is not his own is written for the educated
theologian who is well acquainted with scripture and the life and death of christ but it is
unique in its call to priests to emulate christ not only his preaching and counseling but in
his victimhood through a spirit of sacrifice in word and deed the priest becomes closer to
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christ and is better able to lead his flock the work also includes guidance to help the priest
better communicate with and instruct his followers when read together by the layperson
these three books can help the reader to understand the role of both the leader and the
follower and get a clearer sense of where man and priest fit into god s greater plan
God and Intelligence in Modern Philosophy 2009-03-01 amidst the backdrop of world
war ii the great fulton sheen wrote preface to religion his first book published after the
war ended as the world was recovering from death destruction and despair sheen s timely
work tackles the most salient questions pertaining to happiness and sanity with simplicity
and frankness sheen declares if you do not worship god you worship something and nine
times out of ten it will be yourself if there is no god then you are a god throughout this
work sheen addresses the perennial subjects of fallen nature forgiveness the four last
things how god remakes us the role of religion in the process and the gift of second
chances contrary to the modern world god does not give us what we want for our pleasure
but what we need for our perfection preface to religion reminds us of education s primary
purpose which is to train the mind to use freedom rightly god chose to make a moral
universe but morality is impossible without freedom and therefore the reader will see that
the body must always serve the soul finally sheen writes on faith that the modern man who
is not living according to his conscience wants a religion without a cross a christ without a
calvary a kingdom without justice and a pastor who never mentions hell to ears polite for
anyone seeking to find true happiness and true freedom preface to religion will be your
guide
Preface to Religion 2022-10-04 daily meditations featuring archbishop sheen s words
and a short prayer to make your own
Think Right, Live Well 2017-09-05 over the course of archbishop fulton sheen s storied
career thousands approached him with a simple request teach us to pray now for the first
time ever his wise teachings on prayer have been collected into a single volume to help
you perfect your prayers and make them what they must become a daily holy habit first
come bishop sheen s insightful reflections on the our father and its indispensable
connection to the seven last words of christ then bishop sheen unveils smoldering oft
overlooked riches in other everyday catholic prayers transforming them from rote
recitations into powerful moments of communion with god with his help you ll then
journey through the holy sacrifice of the mass learning how to bring peace to your soul
and grow more receptive to god s grace you ll also discover how to make your holy hours
more efficacious and master a variety of other techniques that bishop sheen employed in
his own fruitful quest for
Lord, Teach Us To Pray 2020-01-28 the mystical body of christ captures the theological
precision and communicative genius of fulton j sheen 1895 1979 whose radio and
television broadcasts including life is worth living have reached millions of homes since
the 1950s with more than thirty of his works still in print sheen is one of the most beloved
catholic evangelists of all time this full length and fully developed work on the church as
an extension of the incarnation reveals sheen s accessible and theologically astute
teaching style in the early years of his ministry first published in 1935 the book s themes
of the eucharist as a source of unity for the mystical body of christ the church and the link
between the liturgy and works of social justice were echoed in the second vatican council
several decades later
The Mystical Body of Christ 2015-03-09 why is it asks bishop fulton sheen that one
hears so often the expression go to hell and almost never the expression go to heaven here
at his most penetrating challenging and illuminating best is bishop sheen with his answer
in a book that breathes new meaning into the truths about heaven and hell and new life
into the concepts of faith tolerance love prayer suffering and death beginning with the
first faint summons to heaven sheen shows how unpopular it is today to be a true christian
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and describes the struggle for living our faith amid the disorders of our times keenly
aware of evil in the myriad forms it takes in today s world bishop sheen writes about the
constant battle man faces with the seven pallbearers of character pride avarice envy lust
anger gluttony and sloth linking them with the corrosive forces that never cease in their
attacks on the church and those who earnestly desire to be serious christians in go to
heaven a great spiritual teacher and writer deeply aware of the human and spiritual
conflicts being waged in the world shows us the way to heaven in a most eloquent book
encouraging the reader to choose heaven now and to understand the reality of hell
Go to Heaven 2017-08-07 in the fourth commandment of god which is honor thy father
and thy mother is the link between the first three which relate to our duties to god and the
last six which relate to our duties as neighbors from this commandment follows this truth
parents who honor god always find it easy to train the children to honor them the parents
children who honor parents always find it easy to honor the heavenly father fulton sheen
children and parents shines light on the greatest moral crisis of our times the breakdown
of the family with his characteristic humor candor and zeal for the faith archbishop sheen
diagnoses the problem in our culture and how they manifest in families and in
relationships with young people and provides practical insight for navigating the
seemingly overwhelming task of raising and developing morally and spiritually mature
youth writing ahead of his time he offers advice to the modern family on topics such from
discipline and obedience to chastity sex and love with a special emphasis on teenagers and
their quest for identity sheen masterfully reveals the challenging reality parents face in
raising children and encourages them to learn from christ and to be shepherds who lead
their sheep showing them the way
Fulton Sheen 2021-12-29 bishop fulton sheen explains it all bishop sheen shows that
christianity makes good sense even to nonbelievers indeed christianity alone can explain
goodness and evil in the world it alone makes sense of our impulses to love and sacrifice
and our failures to do so
Children and Parents 2014-01-10 new foreword by fr andrew apostoli anniversary
edition with his characteristic eloquence and brilliance fulton j sheen presents a moving
portrayal of the blessed virgin mary that combines deep spirituality with history
philosophy and theology all the major aspects and events of mary s life are lovingly
portrayed in this word portrait that is a never failing source of information consolation and
inspiration sheen also gives profound insights into all the marian beliefs ranging from the
immaculate conception to the assumption to the miracle of our lady of fatima while
considering the different phases of mary s life bishop sheen discusses various problems
common to mankind of every age and reveals clearly that every problem can be resolved
he emphasizes the unique dignity strength and gifts of women and their ability to help
heal the world s problems sheen stresses mankind s need of the mother of god and her
burning love for all her children the great resurgence of devotion to mary is god s way of
emphasizing the worth and dignity of every person against the false doctrines that have so
confused the modern world
God's World and Our Place in It 2003 the greatness of america s most influential
preachers of the twentieth century came from their significant contributions to both
religious and secular society some names like martin luther king jr and billy graham are
universally recognized and typically thought of first by people today assorted reviews have
also listed other notable names from various christian denominations but little recognition
has been given to the catholic contribution to preaching in the twentieth century
archbishop fulton j sheen is at least one catholic name whose contributions belong with
the top most influential american preachers of that era though many associate sheen with
his five years on prime time television in the 1950s it was the decades he spent preaching
that wrought a religious tone to the cold war and led the way in a national renewal of
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religion an epic battle was set between the forces of good and evil in sheen s preaching
particularly in his good friday sermons this rhetorical study seeks to understand how and
why his preaching was so persuasive to the people of his day
The World's First Love 2010-01-05 here is a rich selection of short meaningful excerpts
from the writings of bishop fulton j sheen forming a collection of landmarks along the way
to spiritual peace each paragraph in this book has been selected for the specific help and
guidance it can bring in helping to make life worth living these brief perceptive selections
from thirty of bishop sheen s books reveal a brilliant mind at work as it considers the
affairs of men both spiritually and temporally love hate frustration passion virtue wisdom
peace all that goes into the complexity of man s life on earth is considered with rare
sensitivity and frequently penetrating humor
The Preaching of Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen 2011-11 when asked what s wrong with
the world g k chesterton famously replied simply i am we want to be happy and yet we
often seem to be the source of our own unhappiness as well as that of others even when
that is not the case our lives as blessed as they may be have their share of sadness and
disappointment how do we respond do we become cynical and try at all costs to get as
much pleasure as we can or do we recognize we were made for more in this classic work
fulton sheen explains the secret of authentic happiness being spiritually remade a
genuinely spiritual life sheen contends consists in more than obeying a set of commands
reading the bible or even following the example of jesus before all else it consists in being
recreated and incorporated into a new higher kind of life the supernatural life of grace
and in being brought into a new kind of spiritual relationship as a child of god through
jesus christ what does it mean to be a christian christianity is not a system of ethics it is a
life it is not good advice it is divine adoption being a christian does not consist in just
being kind to the poor going to church singing hymns or serving on parish committees
though it includes all of these it is first and foremost a love relationship with jesus christ
God Love You 1995-03-01 this is a reprint of fulton sheen s last book published in his
lifetime written a few years before he died in 1979 in his final years archbishop sheen
gave many retreats to priests and was very concerned with making sure that priests had a
strong moral and spiritual background to meet the challenges facing the church after
vatican ii this book covers a wide range of topics affecting the priesthood and is vintage
sheen written with his usual insight and humor
Calvary and the Mass 2007 this book reveals the shocking truth you need to know in a
world riddled by irrationality emotionalism and violence religion is under attack whether
from totalitarian governments or modern education our tacit submission to politics
freedom and science has made us slaves to a diabolical new atheism and fear with his
prescient wit wisdom and fervor archbishop fulton sheen provides clarity amid
propagandist lies and pagan societies united in purpose to destroy he reminds us why we
must fear what kills the soul more than what kills the body he exposes the false prophets
and philosophies at work in the world and the many believers who no longer worship or
act in accordance with their beliefs archbishop sheen masterfully decries the divisions and
hatreds in america explaining how we have turned from god and are on the precipice that
there is too much tolerance of evil and not enough intolerance of injustice the
chastisements the world is facing he declares are a consequence of its sins they are the
result of our abandonment of god our idolatry and man s attempts to replace god serve
only to show that the world is devoid of goodness without his presence by declaring
ourselves independent of god we have brought down his wrath and made ourselves slaves
to the world the flesh and the devil archbishop sheen invites us to examine our
consciences to see how we have in fact caused the wars in the world by reading this book
you will see how isms control people where the seeds have been planted for them to be
controlled you will learn how throughout history god punishes to destroy evil and at the
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same time to heal his sons from their sins in addition you will absorb the future saint s
teachings on the presence of the antichrist in history the cause of war whether or not it is
just and where its greatest tragedy lies how to truly fight for peace justice and unity in our
country and among nations the standard to which all christians should hold themselves
why the church is opposed to extreme militarism and pacifism why those without
conscience persecute those with conscience best of all archbishop sheen explains how god
s wrath is not capricious but is a consequence of our actions how he is good and loving
and will not let us drown in our sins and how the key to our restoration repentance is
readily in our grasp
Remade for Happiness 2014-10-01 the priest is not his own becoming the father god has
called you to be by fulton j sheen the priest is not his own is far more than a book for
priests or for those considering the priesthood as a vocation in these penetrating deeply
pondered discussions of the priesthood bishop fulton j sheen has produced a work of
lasting value a book that will perhaps change many hundreds of lives and certainly a book
that will also interest readers who have no direct concern with the priesthood as a calling
inspiration for this volume came while bishop sheen was writing his famed life of christ
and it was out of those dark days as he describes them that the thoughts of priesthood
illumined by the vision of christ the savior were first formulated just as the earlier work
was based on the thesis that christ offered no other sacrifice but himself so in this new
book bishop sheen envisages the priest as a man sacrificing himself in the prolongation of
christ s incarnation bishop sheen writes of how all priests whether pagan or in the old
testament offered victims distinct from themselves such as lambs but in christ and the
christian conception priest and victim are united inseparably drawing on his profound
knowledge of scripture bishop sheen is able to describe the exact and true significance of
the individual priest and in vibrant detail his constant unending sacrifice as victim in
considering the priest s many obligations and roles and his ever more gratifying fulfilment
of them bishop sheen has created a series of unsurpassed meditations it is a very concrete
guide to the many ways in which each priest can enrich his own spiritual life as well as the
lives of all those around him the priest is not his own is the work of a great and beloved
inspirational leader a world famous priest himself writing eloquently and insistently to his
colleagues and to those who would join him in a calling he understands and has most
brilliantly realized archbishop fulton sheen brings the life of the priesthood of christ into
terms of sacrifice suffering and vindication this book is amazing in that while it speaks
primarily to the ministerial priesthood the lessons learned can be translated easily to the
priesthood of the faithful through baptism the depth of this teaching of what a priest is
and not what a priest does is amazing sheen s ability to speak of deep subjects directly yet
with poetic beauty is mesmerizing this is a must read for any priest there are many who
would recommend reading this book even if you are not a priest some have bought the
book for sons and grandsons so they would know what would be expected of them if they
decided to become priests when married men read the book substitute the word father for
priest for single men reading the book but not contemplating the priesthood or religious
life substitute the word man for the word priest read from this different perspective will
change your life and how you live it this is how god is calling men to live lives of service to
others read it if you dare it is not for the faint of heart
Finding True Happiness 2013-07-15 bishop fulton sheen s renowned and inspiring
television series life is worth living was watched by millions of viewers from all walks of
life and every religious belief this book contains the full length scripts of forty four of
those top rated programs that drew thousands of letters weekly to sheen from his viewers
in response to the advice and insights he gave on his shows bishop sheen s writings tapes
and videos are as popular today as when he was alive his timeless insights offered in this
book give wise personal and inspiring guidance on the problems affecting our lives in
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today s world his talks cover an amazing variety of subjects from the character of the irish
to the handling of teen agers he discusses education christianity relativity and world
affairs he speaks about love conscience fear motherhood work he tells amusing anecdotes
recites poetry and ponders the fate of the free world as well as america s destiny among
his many best selling books none has greater universal appeal than life is worth living it
offers a stirring and challenging statement of bishop sheen s whole philosophy of life and
living it is a book for everyone of immediate concern to all people seeking understanding
belief and purpose in these troubled times
Those Mysterious Priests 1974 fulton j sheen norman vincent peale and billy graham
were america s most popular religious leaders during the mid twentieth century period
known as the golden years of the age of extremes it was part of an era that encompassed
polemic contrasts of good and evil on the world stage in political philosophies and
international relations the 1950s and early 1960s in particular were years of high anxiety
competing ideologies and hero villain mania in america sheen was the voice of reason who
spoke against those conflicting ideologies which were hostile to religious faith and
democracy peale preached the gospel of reassurance self assurance and success despite
ominous global threats and graham was the heroic model of faith whose message of
conversion provided americans an identity and direction opposite to atheistic communism
this study looks at how and why their rhetorical leadership both separately and together
contributed to the climate of an extreme era and influenced a national religious revival
A Declaration of Dependence 2022-05-24 meditations by bishop sheen on god holiness
peace of mind love sex interpersonal relations giving freedom obedience courtesy honor
teenagers family holy days knowledge and reason education communism politics among
others
Life of Christ 2022-10-06 signed by fulton sheen book placed in special collection
The Priest Is Not His Own. 2023-12-16 biretta books is proud to present this masterwork
of the great archbishop fulton j sheen in the divine romance archbishop fulton j sheen
delves into love and life with all its pain sorrow loneliness and human failures from the
perspective of our human quest for god the inner life of the trinity the outpouring of the
spirit and most of all the lord of calvary and easter the divine romance touches on
perennial themes and is a classic that has a power to heal help and inspire the reader in
his crisp pastoral style sheen describes the believer s spiritual journey back to the father
with all of its ecclesial dimensions christ guides our mystical journey and forms us into his
very body on earth
Life Is Worth Living 2011-04-08 with his characteristic eloquence and brilliance fulton j
sheen presents a moving portrayal of the blessed virgin mary that combines deep
spirituality with history philosophy and theology all the major aspects and events of mary s
life are lovingly portrayed in this word portrait that is a never failing source of information
consolation and inspiration sheen also gives profound insights into all the marian beliefs
ranging from the immaculate conception to the assumption to the miracle of our lady of
fatima while considering the different phases of mary s life bishop sheen discusses various
problems common to mankind of every age and reveals clearly that every problem can be
resolved he emphasizes the unique dignity strength and gifts of women and their ability to
help heal the world s problems sheen stresses mankind s need of the mother of god and
her burning love for all her children the great resurgence of devotion to mary is god s way
of emphasizing the worth and dignity of every person against the false doctrines that have
so confused the modern world
The Rhetorical Leadership of Fulton J. Sheen, Norman Vincent Peale, and Billy Graham in
the Age of Extremes 2013-08-15 biretta books is proud to present this masterwork of the
great archbishop fulton j sheen these are the sacraments is a lucidly written presentation
of the seven sacraments of the catholic church archbishop fulton j sheen is responsible for
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this memorable and dramatic book which defines the meanings of the sacraments to man
their power and their application in his text bishop sheen skillfully describes the elements
particular to each sacrament defining the matter and form necessary for valid
administration
On Being Human 1982 fulton sheen correlated the seven last words from the cross with
these seven capital sins and shows how when we make god the enemy we can never be
sure that we have won the day when god is our ally as he was on the cross we can be sure
that the victory is ours
The Eternal Galilean 1934 tapping into the writings of such famous catholic authors saints
and doctors of the church as augustine chesterton aquinas francis de sales newman and
teresa of avila father myers has gathered together in this special volume a reading for
each day of the year
The Divine Romance 2014-07-24 when donald trump was married to his first wife ivana
ivana zelnícková in 1977 the family minister who officiated the wedding was the preacher
and author of the power of positive thinking norman vincent peale perhaps more than any
other figure in american public life in the last decade donald trump has been able to
reimagine peale s message of positive thinking to his political advantage i never think of
the negative he said after the opening of trump tower in 1983 both trump and peale have
appealed to people who like themselves have felt marginalized by an intellectual and
cultural elite peale s 1952 book which helped to drive the religious revival of the 1950s
remains a perennial bestseller and has affected the lives of a vast public in the united
states and around the world in god s salesman carol v r george used interviews with peale
himself as well as exclusive access to his manuscript collection to provide the first full
length scholarly account of peale and his highly visible career george explores the
evolution of peale s message of practical christianity the belief that when positive thinking
was combined with affirmative prayer the technique of imaging and purposeful action the
result was a changed life it was a message with special appeal for many in the post war
middle class struggling to rebuild their lives and have a voice in society george examines
the formative influences on peale s thinking especially his devout methodist parents his
early exposure to and then enthusiastic acceptance of ralph waldo emerson and william
james and his almost instinctive attraction to evangelicalism particularly as it was
manifested politically twenty five years after its initial publication and with a new
foreword by kate bowler god s salesman remains a timely portrait of the man and his
movement and the vital role that both played in the rethinking and restructuring of
american religious life over the last seventy years
The World's First Love 2018-08-22 what would a divinely ordained social order look like
pre vatican ii catholics from archbishops and theologians to catholic union workers and
laborers on u s farms argued repeatedly about this in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries debating god s economy is a history of american catholic economic
debates taking place during the generation preceding vatican ii at that time american
society was rife with sociopolitical debates over the relative merits and dangers of
marxism capitalism and socialism labor unions class consciousness and economic power
were the watchwords of the day this was a time of immense social change and especially
in the light of the monumental social and economic upheavals in russia and europe in the
early twentieth century catholics found themselves taking sides catholic subcultures
across america sought to legitimize or in theological parlance sanctify diverse economic
systems that were at times mutually exclusive while until now the faithful both scholars
and nonscholars have typically spoken of the catholic social tradition as if it were an
established prescription for curing social ills prentiss maintains that the tradition is better
understood as a debate grounded in a common mythology that provides catholics with a
distinctive vocabulary and touchstone of authority
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These are the Sacraments 2014-08-11 in god s ambassadors e brooks holifield masterfully
traces the history of america s christian clergy from the seventeenth to the twenty first
century analyzing the changes in practice and authority that have transformed the clerical
profession challenging one sided depictions of decline in clerical authority holifield locates
the complex story of the clergy within the context not only of changing theologies but also
of transitions in american culture and society the result is a thorough social history of the
profession that also takes seriously the theological presuppositions that have informed
clerical activity with alternating chapters on protestant and catholic clergy the book
permits sustained comparisons between the two dominant christian traditions in american
history at the same time god s ambassadors depicts a vocation that has remained deeply
ambivalent regarding the professional status marking the other traditional learned
callings in the american workplace changing expectations about clerical education as well
as enduring theological questions have engendered a debate about the professional ideal
that has distinguished the clerical vocation from such fields as law and medicine the
american clergy from the past four centuries constitute a colorful diverse cast of
characters who have in ways both obvious and obscure helped to shape the tone of
american culture for a well rounded narrative of their story told by a master historian god
s ambassadors is the book to read
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